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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to clarify and generalize some properties 
and results related to topological stability and to give proofs of some 
results which are stated in the literature without proof. 
Section 1 of this work consists of preparatory definitions and Lemmas 
most of which are taken from [lS]. The question whether the stability 
property is invariant under conjugacy was partially answered in [18]. 
Theorem 1 in Section 2 is a general result in this direction. In [ 191 Walters 
has proved that the topological stability of diffeomorphisms on compact 
monifolds of dimension > 2 implies the pseudo orbit tracing property. 
Recently in [12], Morimoto generalized this result to include the case of 
dimension one. In Section 3, what is presented is a unified proof of the 
various cases by using some interesting results on suspension flows. In 
[lo], Hurley stated as Theorem A that if f is topologically stable and X is 
a chain component off and k is the least period of any periodic point in X, 
then X consists of no more than k chain components offk, and f” is mix- 
ing on each. In Section 4 we show that such f" has the specification 
property on each of its chain components. In Section 5 we investigate a 
question of Theorem 4.1 in a paper by Franke and Selgrade [9], but 
without limiting ourself to the case when the abstract o-limit sets are 
hyperbolic. 
1. PREPARATORY DEFINITIONS AND LEMMAS 
In this paper we assume that the spaces are compact metric spaces unless 
otherwise stated, and (X, 4) denotes a continuous real flow 4 and a com- 
pact metric space X (i.e., 4: Xx R +X is continuous and 4(x, t +s) = 
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4(4(x, t), $1). Let 4, d enote the homeomorphism of X defined by btx= 
4(x, t). 
Given X, y E X and 6, a > 0, a (6, a)-chain from x to y is a collection 
bl= x, x1 ,x21..., xk = y; t,, t, ,..., t,_ i } so that for 0 < id k - 1 we have 
ti3 a and d(d,,xi, xi+ ,) < 6. A point x is chain equivalent to y (written 
x-y) if for every 6, a > 0 there is a (6, a)-chain from x to y and from y to 
x. The chain recurrent set off is CR(f) = {x E X, x-x} and f is said to be 
chain recurrent if CR(f) = M. For more details see [S, 7, 81. 
An infinite (6, a)-chain is a pair of doubly infinite sequences ({xi > :, , 
(fi } “, ) SO that ti 2 a and d(#,,xi, X, + i ) < 6 for all i. The definition of a 
finite (infinite) (6, a)-pseudo orbit is the same as that of a finite (infinite) 
(6, a)-chain [S, IS]. 
Let ({xi), {tj}) be a (&a)-~ seu d o orbit. The following notation will be 
standard throughout this paper. S,=O, S, =z;:,’ ti. We always assume 
Et+ ( ); = 0 if k <j. In particular x,2’, ti = 0. 
Give E > 0, the definition of s-tracing is given as follows: A finite (infinite) 
(S, a)-pseudo orbit ( (xn }, {t, }) is e-traced by an orbit (br~),sR if there 
exists an increasing homeomorphism Q: R + R with ~(0) = 0 such that 
44 a(t)% d,- s,xtl I< E whenever S, < t d S, + , for n = 0, 1,2 ,.., 
and 
44 a(r)Z, 4t+s_,X+n)<E whenever - S, d t < - S, + , for n = 1,2,3 ,... 
A reparameterization c(: R -+ R of an orbit is an orientation preserving 
homeomorphism of real values fixing the origin. In the case of a finite 
(6, a)-pseudo orbit one can restrict to a closed interval [x, y] containing 
the origin. When we say (6, a)-pseudo orbit we mean infinite (6, a)-pseudo 
orbit unless otherwise stated. 
For the case of homeomorphisms on compact spaces an easier argument 
can be carried on for definitions of b-chain, chain recurrent and pseudo orbit 
tracing property of a homeomorphism J: For more details see [ 1, 10, 191. 
DEFINITION 1. A flow (A’, 4) has the pseudo orbit tracing property 
(POTP) if YE > 0, 36 > 0 such that each (6, 1)-pseudo orbit is a-traced by 
an orbit of 4. 
DEFINITION 2 [4]. We say that a flow (X, 4) is expansive if VE > 0, 
36 > 0 with the property that if d(#tx, dscrj y) < 6 for all t E R, for a pair of 
points x, y E X and a continuous map S: R + R with S(0) = 0, then y = btx, 
where ItI <E. 
These two delinitions are clearly independent of the metric. 
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LEMMA 1 (Cf. [4, Lemma 11). rfd is an expansive flow, then each fixed 
point of I$ is an isolated point. 
This lemma shows that the study of flows with expansive property can be 
reduced to those without fixed points. 
If f and g are homeomorphisms on a compact metric space X, then 
d(f, g) will denote supxt x d(fx, gx). 
DEFINITION 3. A flow (X, q%) is said to be topologically stable 
(sometimes called lower semistable) if Ve > 0, 36 > 0 such that for every 
flow $ on X with d(d,, I,+~) < 6 for all t E [0, 11, there exists a continuous 
h: X+X so that d(h, I) < E and h(orbit of $) E (orbit of 4). 
I stands always for identity homeomorphism of X. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Cf. [ 18, Theorem 31). Every continuous expansive flow 
(X, 4) which has the POTP is topologically stable. 
PROPOSITION 2 (Cf. [ 18, Theorem 51). Every topologically stable C’- 
flow 4 on a compact manifold A4 and without fixed points has POTP. 
We recall that the flows (X, 4) and (Y, rl/) are conjugate if there is a 
homeomorphism from X onto Y mapping orbits of 4 onto orbits of $. 
Throughout this paper the type of conjugacy we will consider is a con- 
jugacy with orientation preserved on each orbit. This assumption is used 
elsewhere in the literature. For example this is used by Franke and 
Selgrade in [9] for proving Theorem 3.1. 
We say that (X, 4) and (Y, I,!I) are isomorphic or topologically equivalent 
if they are conjugate and h$,x = +,hx for every t E R and x E X, where h is 
the conjugate homeomorphism. 
Let T: X -+ X be a homeomorphism on a compact metric space X and let 
f: X -+ R be any positive real valued continuous function. 
DEFINITION 4 [4]. The suspension of T under f is the flow #f on the 
space 
X,= 0 {lx, t); (x,fx)w(Tx, 0)) 
o<r<f(x) 
defined for small non-negative time by br,(x, t) = (x, t + s), with 
Oft+s<fx. 
In order to understand more about such flows and the metric defined on 
X, see [4, 163. It is well known that the suspension flows (X,, df) and 
(X,, q5g ) of T under f and g, respectively, are topologically conjugate and a 
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homeomorphism from X,- onto X, that conjugates the flows is given by 
(4 t) I-+ (x9 t.f(x)ldx)). 
Remark. In the statement of Definition 3 if X is a compact manifold 
and E is sufficiently small, then d(h, I) <E implies that h maps X onto X 
[ 14, p. 361. In general this need not be so. Consider the suspension (Y, 4) 
of a shift cr: ,E+C where C=lJ?, c and c= (0, l} under 1. Theorem 1 in 
[19] shows that e has the POTP. Theorem 2 in [lS] and Proposition 1 
imply that (Y, 4) is topologically stable. Define a map s: z + C by 
(s(x)), = xn if n<-m or n>m, (s(x)),=x,+~ if -m<n<m, and 
(s(x)), =x-,,, [ 193. Let (Y, I,,+) also be the suspension flow of (2, s) under 
1. For 6 > 0, there exists m large enough that d(4,, $,) < 6 for all t E [0, 11. 
Now it is clear that any continuous map h: Y-, Y with h (orbit of 
II/) E (orbit of 4) has its image contained in the subset of Y consisting of the 
periodic points only (version of Walter’s example in [19]). So h is not 
onto. 
Also we can consider conditions on the perturbation $ of the flow 4 to 
ensure that the conjugacy map h is a homeomorphism. A general result in 
this direction is Theorem 4 in [ 181. 
2. TOPOLOGICAL STABILITY AND CONJUGACY 
The question we want to answer here is whether the topological stability 
property is invariant under conjugacy (in particular velocity changes). In 
[ 181 a partial answer was given as Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 to 
Theorem 5. 
LEMMA 2. Let 4, $ be flows on a compact metric space X and let a > 0. 
Then VA> 0, 36 > 0 such that ifd(d,, $,) < 6 for 0 < t < a, then d($,, +,) < 1 
,for 0 d t < 1. 
ProoJ: In the case a > 1 there is nothing to prove. Assume a < 1 and let 
II be a positive integer greater than l/a. Choose 0 < S2 < 6,/2 where 6, = J 
so that for every x, y E X we have 
4x, Y) < & implies 44,x, 4,~) -cd,/2 for 06 t<a. 
Also choose 0 < 6, < 6,/2 so that 
d(dtx, 4,~) <b/2 for 0 < t < a whenever d(x, y) < ~3~. 
If we carry on in the same manner we can choose 0 < 6, < 6,- i/2 so that 
44,x> 4,~) <+ for 0 < t <a, whenever d(x, y) < 6,. 
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Now take 6=6, and assume d(4,, 11/,)<6 for 06 t <a. Hence 
d(b,.#,, #,,II/!)<S,-,/2 for O<t’<u and O<t<a. Therefore 
This means that d(q3,, $, ) < 6, ~ i for 0 < t < 2~. Repeating the process we 
will have d($,,q+,, d,,ll/,) < 6,_*/2 for 0 < t’ <a and 0 < t < 2~. Therefore 
So d(q5,, tj,) < 6,_ 2 for 0 6 t d 3~. Carrying on in the same manner, we will 
have d(4,, $,) <6, for 06 t Gnu. This shows that d(q5,, II/,) <A for 
O<t<l. 1 
LEMMA 3 (Cf. [18, Lemma 4.21). Let (X, 4) be a flow with no fixed 
points. Then 3 T, > 0 such that if 0 < T< T,, there is a A> 0 such that 
d($rx, y) > A whenever d(x, y) < A.. 
Suppose h: A’-+ Y is a homeomorphism mapping orbits of 4 onto orbits 
of II/ and suppose that (X, 4) has no fixed points. It is obvious that (Y, $) 
has also no fixed points. Using similar arguments to Bowen’s in [4, 
Corollary 41 one can show that for every x E X, there is a unique strictly 
increasing homeomorphism g,: R + R with G,~(O) = 0 such that hd,x = 
hr(,)hx. 
This 0 is called the cocycle of theflow 4 with values in R [ 11, 161. So 0 
is a real valued function on Xx R. Using arguments similar to Humphries 
[ll], we choose a function /I: Xx R + R given by (x, t) + Px(t), where 
b,(t) = r if and only if a,(t) = t and Il/,hx = hq4p,(llx for every x E X. Note 
that p, is the inverse function of ox for every x E X. So denote j3 = 0-I. 
Claim 1. o,~(s+ t)=od,(,)(s)+u,(t) for every s, tE R and XEX. 
Proof. Define 7,: R + R by 
r,(t) = flx(s + t) - ~++,(X)(S) for a fixed s E R. 
Hence 
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Because (T, is the uniquely determined function satisfying the equality 
h4,x = II/ orctjhx, therefore rX = ox for every x E X. This shows that 
ox(S+t)=a~,(x)(s)+a,(t). I 
Define a function w: Y x R -+ R by w,(t) = a;’ (t), where hx = y. Hence 
h+$ty=&,(rj hp’y, and this means that w  is the cocycle of $ with values 
in R. Hence 
w,,(s +t) = W@,(,)(S) + w,w. 
Claim 2. V6>0,37’>Osuchthat la,(t)l<6foreveryt~[-T,T]and 
for every x E X. 
Prooj Suppose the hypothesis is not true. (That is, 36 >O so that for 
every integer n > 0, there exists x, E X such that a,,(t) > 6 for some 
TV [0, l/n]. We are dealing with positive t and for negative t we can use 
similar processes.) By continuity of o,“:R + R and a,“(O) = 0 one can 
assume that ox,(t) = 6. Using Lemma 3 and assuming 6 < T, (T,, is taken 
from Lemma 3), there exists a A > 0 such that d($s y, y) > 2 for every y E Y. 
Choose y > 0 so that d(hx, hx’) < y whenever d(x, x’) < y for x, x’ E X. Also 
without loss of generality assume n is large enough such that d(d,x, x) < y 
for every t E [0, l/n] and for every x E X. Hence d(4,x,, x,) < y. Therefore 
This is a contradiction. 1 
Claim 3. The cocycle c: Xx R + R is continuous. 
ProoJ: Take 6 = To/4 (To is taken from Lemma 3 with respect to 
(x,4)). Using Claim2, 3T>O such that la,(t)-aXs(t)l<T,J2 for every 
x, X’EX and for every t E C-T, T]. First I want to show 
G: Xx [ - T, T] + R is continuous. For t E [ - T, T] and given E > 0, define 
a function f: Y x [E, To/21 -+ R by f(y, S) = d(ll/, y, y). By continuity off 
and compactness of Y x [E, T,/2], there exists a ,I > 0 such that 
d($, y, y) > 2 for every (y, S) E Y x [E, T,/2]. Take y’ > 0 satisfying the 
property that d(hx, hx’) < y, whenever d(x, x’) < y’. Also take y > 0 such 
that d(d,x, dtx’) < y’, whenever d(x, x’) < y. Now suppose d(x, x’) < y for 
some x, x’ E X. Then 
d(ll/.,,,~,~,,,,~,~,,,,hx, ti,x.,,,hx) 
=4$,x+, IcIo,,cz, hx) = d(hcj,x, hqS,x’) <II. 
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Using the fact that la,(t)-o,,(t)1 < T,/2 we must have la,(t)-o,,(t)\ <E 
and this shows the continuity of c on Xx [ - T, T]. Since 
ax@+ t) = Om,cx,(S) + ax(t) for every t, s E [ - T, T], 
and since o,,(~,(s) is a composition of two continuous functions, therefore 
0 is continuous on Xx [ -2T, 2T]. Inductively c is continuous on 
XxR. 1 
A similar argument can be used in order to show that the cocycle w  is 
continuous. Hence a; ’ : R + R is also continuous jointly on X and R. 
This means that we have the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4. If  /2:X--+ Y is a conjugate homeomorphism (i.e., a 
homeomorphism which maps orbits of C$ onto orbits of +) and if there are no 
fixed points, then there exists a unique continuous function a: Xx R -+ R such 
that: 
(1) o,(O) = 0 and 0,: R + R is strictly an increasing homeomorphism. 
(2) hq5,x = $,IC,lhx for every x E X and t E R. 
THEOREM 1. Any flow which is conjugate to a topologically stable flow 
without fixed points is topologically stable. 
Proof: Assume (X, 4) is conjugate to (Y, II/) (i.e., there exists a 
homeomorphism 1: X + Y and a continuous function (r: Xx R -+ R such 
that (T, is strictly an increasing homeomorphism from R onto R fixing the 
origin and 14,x= $ o,(r)l~), and assume (Y, $) is topologically stable. 
Given E > 0, choose 0 < E’ < E so that 
d(a, b) < E’ implies d(l- ‘a, IK’b) <E for every a, b E Y. 
Let 6’> 0 satisfy the topological stability of Ic/ with respect to E’. Choose 
0 < 6 < 6’ such that d(la, lb) < 6’, whenever d(a, b) < 6 for a, b E X. Let a = 
inf,.. 0;’ (1) (such an a exists because of compactness of X) and let 4’ be 
any other flow on X with d(b,, 4;) < 6 for all 0 Q t < a. Define a flow II/’ on 
Y as $:2x = @b,,,,,(x). Therefore 
Using the stability property of $, there exists a continuous h: Y -+ Y such 
that d(h, I) < E’ and h(orbit of I++‘) c (orbit of (I/). Take y = 1- ‘hl: X + X. 
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Since d(h& 1) < E’, therefore d(ll-‘hl, I) < E, which means that d(y, I) < E. 
Also 
y(orbit of 4’) = 1- ‘hl(orbit of 4’) 
= lP’h(orbit of @‘) c A-‘(orbit of $) 
= (orbit of 4). 
Lemma 2 implies that 4 is topologically stable. 1 
COROLLARY. Any flow which is obtained from a topologically stable flow 
by a positive continuous change of velocity is topologically stable. 
Proof This follows directly from the fact that a velocity change satisfies 
Lemma 4. For more details see [ 11, Lemma 1,2]. 1 
3. TOPOLOGICAL STABILITY AND SUSPENSION FLOWS 
LEMMA 5 (Cf. [ 18, Lemma 2.4)). Zf ( Y, 4) is the suspension f7ow of a 
homeomorphism T on X under the constant map 1 (i.e., X, = Y and $, = qS), 
and tf 
then 
4(x, s), (Y, t)) <E < a for any given E > 0, 
[s-t1 <E or 11 +s- tl <E or ll+t-S[<&. 
Moreover, 
(a) t=O*either IsI <E or 11 +sl <E, 
(b) t=+a Is-$ <s. 
THEOREM 2. A homeomorphism T on a compact metric space X is 
topologically stable tf its suspension flow (Y, 4) under a positive continuous 
map f: X -+ R is topologically stable. 
Proof Since the stability property is preserved under conjugacy, one 
can assume that (Y, 4) is the suspension flow under the constant map 1 
(i.e., X, = Y). The suspension flow has no fixed points and we have 
Lemma 3 with To > 1. Choose y as in Lemma 3 with respect to T= $. Given 
E > 0, assume without loss of generality that E < min{ y, $}. Take 0 < E’ < s/2 
in which: 
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(i) d(a, b) < E’ implies d(rca, nb) < E, where 7~: Y + X is the projection 
(i.e., rc(x, t) = x for every x E X and 0 < t d 1). 
(ii) d(a, b) <E’ implies d(dta, q5,b) <E for 0 < t 6 1 and a, b E Y. Now 
choose 0 < 6’ < E’, let 6’ satisfy the definition of stability of 4 with respect to 
E’ and choose 0 < 6 < 6’ so that d(a, b) < 6 implies d( Tu, Tb) < 6’ for every 
a, b E X. Now let T’: X-r X be another homeomorphism with d( T, T’) < 6. 
Let 4’ be the suspension flow of T’ under the constant map 1. Then for 
O<t<l and Obs<l we have 
44,(x, s), 4(x, s)) = 4(x, ..3 + t), (x, ..? + t)) = 0 ifO<s+t<l, 
and 
=(2-s-t)d(Tx, T’x)+(s+t-1) d(T*x, TT’x) 
<(2-s-t)Y+(s+t-1)6<6’ if l<s+t<2. 
Hence d(q5,,q5:) < 6’ for all 0 < t d 1. Using the stability property there exists 
a continuous mapping h: Y + Y such that d(h, I) < E’ and h(orbit of 4’) E 
(orbit of 4). So for every point (x, s) E Y there is a continuous function 
aCX,s): R + R such that a ~(0) = 0 and Wlk ~1 = db,x,3,~,+4x, ~1. For a 
more detailed description see [4]. Hence 
<d(W:(x, s),&(x, ~1) +44:(x, ~1, 4,(x, $1) -cc’+ is’<& 
for O<t<l. 
Since d(h, I) < E’, therefore d(qi,h(x, s), 4,(x, s)) -C E for 0 d t d 1. Using 
Lemma 5 and the continuity of aCX,s) we have Ia - tl < f for all 
0 < t < 1 and for every point (x, s) E Y. Now define 1: X -+ X by Ax = 
rrh(x, i). It is obvious that A is continuous. From the way we choose E’ we 
have 
d(/Ix, x) = d(&z(x, f), X(X, 4)) < E. 
To show AT’= TA, assume h(x, i) = (x’, w). Lemma 5 and the fact that 
d(h, I) < E < t imply that 1 w  - +I < E < $. Therefore 
l+w+a X,1,2)(1)<2~ 
and because 0 < w  < 1, we have 
4 qx,,,2,(1)w> w) = 4 lx’, w), 
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= TX’ = Tnh(x, 4) = TAX. 
This completes the proof. 1 
Let q5 be a cl-flow on a compact manifold M and let q! denote the vector 
field of q4 (i.e., q5 is a flow generated by $). 
THEOREM 3. Let (M,, q?~) be the suspension flow of a topologically stable 
diffeomorphism f on a compact manifold A4 under the constant map 1. Then 
VE > 0, 36 > 0 such that for any other Cl-flow $ on M,, if d(& 4) < 6 then 
there is a continuous map h: M, --t M, such that h(orbit of II/) E (orbit of cj) 
and d(h, I) < E. 
ProoJ Given E > 0, choose y <s/2 with the property that d(x, y) < y 
implies d(fx, fy) < 42 for all x, y E 44. Take 6 < y satisfying the stability 
property off with respect to y and choose 6’ < 6 so that d(q5(, til) < 6 for 
t E [0,2] if I/$ - $11 < 6’ for every Cl-flow $ on M. Now assume such a 
flow Ic/ exists. From the way we define the metric on M, [18] it follows 
that for every x E X if we take a point, say, (x’, s) = $,,,(x, 0), then there is a 
point in the segment (btx),, IGz which is close to (x’, s) within d-distance. 
So this means that 
dC(x’, ~1, (x, s)l< 6 for all 0 d s < 2, 
where (x’, s) = $,,, (x, 0) for 0 < w  < t. Now define g: X -+ X by 
g(x)= {tm,O);O~tG)n(Xx (0)). 
Then it is obvious that d(A g) < 6. Since f is topologically stable, there is a 
continuous h: X -+ X with d(h, I) < y and fh = hg. Also define H: M, + M, 
by 
H(z’, w) = (hz, w) for every (z’, w) E M,, 
where $*(z, 0) = (z’, w) for some z E M and for some 2 E [0, 1). To show H 
is well defined assume ( y, 1) = I/I r (z, 0) f or some r E [& f]. The definition of 
g implies gz = fy. Hence 
Wr+,(z~O)=H$,(y, l)=H(fy>A), 
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where IcIB(f~, 0) = (fv, A). Therefore 
~r(/,+,(z,O)=(hfy,~)=(hgz,~)=(fhz,~)=~,+,(z,0). 
This means that H is well defined and 
Since 
H(orbit of $) c (orbit of 4). 
d[H(z’, w), (z’, w)] =d[(hz, w), (x’, w)], 
where (z’, w) = IclA(z, 0) for some AE [0, l), therefore 
dCWz’9 w), (z’, w)l G dC(h-% w), (x, w)l + d[(z, w), (z’,w)l 
= (1 - w) d(hz, z) + wd(fhz, fz) + [(z, w), (z’, w)] 
< ( 1 - w) . E/2 + w  ’ E/2 + E/2 = E. 
So p(H, I) <E and this finishes the proof of the theorem. i 
PROPOSITION 3. Let I$ be a Cl-flow without fixed points on a compact 
manifold M which satisfies the conclusion of the above theorem. Then I$ has 
the POTP. 
Proof The same as the proof of Theorem 5 in [ 181. 
In Theorem 5 in [ 183 we proved that the topological stability of Cl- 
flows with no fixed points implies the POTP. For the case of a dif- 
feomorphism in [19], Walters has proved that the topological stability of 
diffeomorphisms on compact manifolds of dimension > 2 also implies the 
POTP. Recently in [ 121, Morimoto generalizes this result for the case of 
dimension one. In this work using the above theorem and Proposition 1, 
one can unify the proof for this question. 
COROLLARY. If f is a topologically stable diffeomorphism on a compact 
manifold M, then f has the POTP. 
Proof: Let 4 on M, be the suspension flow off under the constant 
map 1. Then 4 satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3. Proposition 3 implies 
the POTP of 4. Therefore f has the POTP following directly from 
Theorem 2 in [lS]. 
4. SPECIFICATION PROPERTY OF STABLE DIFFEOMORPHISMS 
In this section, we will study the specification property of topologically 
stable diffeomorphisms on a compact manifold M. 
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Let d be a Cl-flow on a compact manifold M generated by a vector 
field 1. 
The following two propositions are direct consequences of Proposition 8 
in [15]. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let 4 be a topologically stable Cl-flow on a compact 
mantfold M. Then VE > 0, 36 > 0 such that for every r > 1 and for every 
x E M tf d(qSrx, x) < 6, then there exists a periodic point z E M and a 
homeomorphism a: R + R so that 
44 a(r)G dtx) <E for O<t<r, 
and 
la(t) - tI d Et for O<t<r, 
z is of period a(r). 
Also in [13], Morimoto has proved that the periodic points of a 
topologically stable Cl-flow on a compact C” Riemanniam manifold are 
dense in Q(d), where 52 is the non-wandering set. 
Using the above proposition it is obvious that the periodic points of a 
topologically stable Cl-flow on a compact manifold M are dense in the 
chain recurrent set of 4. Moreover, CR(d) = Q(d) = closure (Per 4). 
PROWSITION 5. Let 4 be a Cl-flow on a compact mantfold M satisfying 
the conclusion of Theorem 3. Then 4 will satisfy the conclusion of 
Proposition 4. 
If X is a metric space, a homeomorphism f: X+ X has the closed orbit 
property [3] if given E > 0, there exist 6 > 0 and a positive integer N= N, 
so that for every x E X, and n > N, d(f”x, x) < 6 implies that there exists a 
periodic point z in X (of period n) such that df ‘z, fix) < E for 0 < i < n. 
PROPOSITION 6. Every topologically stable dtffeomorphism f on a com- 
pact manifold M has the closed orbit property. Moreover, VE > 0, 36 > 0 such 
that for every x E M if d( f “x, x) < 6 for some integer n 2 1, then there exists 
a periodic point ZE M (or period n) which satisfies the property that 
d( f ‘z, f ‘x) < E for 0 < i d n. 
For the case of dimension of M3 2 one can prove this proposition using 
an idea similar to the proof of Theorem 11 in [9]. In [lo], Hurley men- 
tions this as well. For the general case I would like to sketch this idea: 
Let (M, , 4) be the suspension flow of (M, f) under the constant map 1, 
then 4 will satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 3. So f has the closed orbit 
property, as follows directly from Proposition 5. 
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In [lo], Hurley stated as Theorem A that for a topologically stable dif- 
feomorphism f on a compact manifold M: 
(1) The periodic points off are dense in the chain recurrent set off: 
(2) f has only a finite number of chain components (basic sets) and 
each of these is the closure of a single f-orbit. 
(3) If f can be Co-approximated by Morse&male diffeomorphism, 
the the chain recurrent set off is finite. 
(4) f has a finite set of periodic points the union of whose stable sets 
is dense in M. 
(5) If X is a chain component off and k is the least period of any 
periodic point in X, then X consists of no more than k chain components 
of fk, and fk is mixing on each. 
A homeomorphism f: X -+ X is said to have the specification property if 
for any E > 0, there is a positive integer M = M, such that for any choice of 
points x0, x1 in X and strings Ao=[ao,bo], A,=[a,,b,] with 
a, - 6, > M, and any integer P > b, - a, + M, there exists a periodic point 
z in X with period p such that 
d(f’z, fiXo)<& for iEA,, 
d(f’z, fix,) <& for iEA,. 
The specification property implies the mixing property and the density of 
periodic points. For more details see [ 171. 
THEOREM 4. If X is a chain component of a topologically stable dif- 
feomorphism f on a compact manifold M and k is the least period of any 
periodic point in X, then X consists of no more than k chain components off k 
and f k has the specification property on each. 
Proof Note that fk has the POTP on each of its chain components 
because f does. Choose 6 small enough that any b-chain for fk is s-traced 
by an orbit, where E is less than half the distance between any two chain 
components off k. Fix a chain component Y off k in X. Since f k is mixing 
on Y [lo], there exists a positive integer N=Nd such that for every two 
non-empty open subsets, U, V of Y each of diameter 2 6, f “Un V # q5 for 
all n >N. Let x0, x1 be any two points in Y and A,= [a,, b,], 
A i = [a,, b, ] be any two strings with a, - b, 2 N. Then for any integer 
p>b,-a,+N, the sets 
505’59 ‘I-X 
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are non-empty, where B*(x) is the &ball of x in Y. Take two points z,, and 
z1 in A and B, respectively, and consider the following &pseudo orbit: 
Lf k-b~+*o--l)(ZJ, f”” (x,), f k(Qo+l)(XO),..., fk(bO-‘)(xO), zO, f(z,),... 
. . . . f k(a’-bo-l)(ZO), fk”‘(X1), f@“‘+‘)(XJ )...) fk@-I)(xl), zl, f(zl) )... 
. ..) f k(P-b’+ao-‘)(Z,), fk”O(XO) )... }, 
Using the POTP plus the closed orbit property, there exists a periodic 
point z in Y of period p whose orbit traces this b-pseudo orbit. 
COROLLARY. Suppose f is a topologically stable diffeomorphism on a 
compact manifold M. Then f has the specification property if and only iff is 
mixing. 
Using [lo] and by an argument similar to the proof of the above 
theorem and [3,6] one can show: 
COROLLARY. If f is a topologically stable diffeomorphism on a compact 
manifold M and X is a connected chain component off, then 
(a) the restriction f to X has the specification property, 
(b) the topological entropy h(f) is strictly positive unless X is a single 
point, 
(cl h(f)=lim,,, llnlogN,(f), 
where h(f) is the topological entropy off on X and N,(f) the cardinality of 
the set of fixed points off” in X. 
Also using the specification property one can study not only the entropy 
but also the invariant measures and the equidistribution of closed orbits. 
For the case of Axiom A diffeomorphisms, many results in this direction 
can be found in [3,6,17]. 
Theorem 4 is not true for the case of a topologically stable Cl-flow on a 
compact manifold M because such a flow is not necessarily mixing on each 
of its chain components. An example of this is the suspension flow of any 
hyperbolic toral automorphism under any constant map. In other words 
the statements analogous to (l)-(4) of Theorem A in [lo] are true except 
statement (5). 
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5. TOPOLOGICAL STABILITY AND W-LIMIT SETS 
Franke and Selgrade [9] define a flow 4 on ,4 as an abstract o-limit set 
if there is a Ilow $ on X, a compact metric space and an XE X so that 
$/w(x) is topologically conjugate to 4, where o(x) = {z E X; I,+~. + z some 
t, + cc }. They show that if 4 is a smooth flow on M and n is a hyperbolic 
closed invariant subset with local product structure and if d//i is an 
abstract o-set then there is an x E n such that o(x) = U(X) = /1. In this sec- 
tion we investigate related questions for the case when #/A is not 
necessarily hyperbolic for a topologically stable flow C$ on M. 
DEFINITION 5. A flow 4 on X is an abstract w-limit set if there is a flow 
$ on Y a compact metric space and y E Y so that $/o(y) is topologically 
equivalent to f$. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 in [9] shows that this definition is equivalent 
to the one given in [9]. 
LEMMA 6. For a flow 4 on X which is an abstract w-limit set, let E > 0. 
Then there is an (E, I)-pseudo orbit (x= {x,)00,, {ti}Fo,) with 
and 
44,XiY xi+ I) + 0 as (iI -+ co, 
o(x) = a(x) =x 
Here 
o(x)= {zEX;Xrn -+zsomer,+co}, 
a(x) = (z E x; xrn +zsomer,+ -00) 
Proof: This lemma is proved in [9] and the arguments follow the ver- 
sions of Bowen’s Theorem 1 [ 11. 
Once the connection between chain recurrence and abstract w-limit set is 
known one can show easily that the suspension flow (Xf , $f) of a 
homeomorphism T on a compact metric space X under a positive con- 
tinuous map f: X -+ R is an abstract o-limit set if and only if T: X + X is an 
abstract w-limit set. 
Finally, we will finish this section by proving the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5. Let 4 be a C’-flow on a compact manifold M and assume 4 
is topologically stable and expansive and assume d/X is an abstract w-limit 
set for some compact #-invariant subset X of M. Then X= o(z) = E(Z) for 
some z E M. 
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The arguments are similar to Franke and Selgrade’s Theorem 4.1 [9] 
plus the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 7. Let q4 on A’ be a continuous flow. Then Vq, T> 0, 31> 0 such 
that for every x, ye A’ tf d(x, y) ~1, then d(q$,x, 4, y)< n for all 
tE C-T, T]. 
Proof: Follows directly from the compactness of X. 1 
LEMMA 8. (Cf. [18, Lemma3.111). Let {ai};“,, be a family of real 
valued continuous increasing functions on C-w,, wj] with ai =0 and 
assume wj + CC as j + CC and that aj( wj) < b for all,j, where b is a constant 
real number. Then VA, /I > 0, 3m (positive integer) and there are real numbers 
t,, t,E [0, wj] with t, <t, such that t,-t, =b and ia,(a,(t,)I <il. 
LEMMA 9. Let q3 be an expansive flow on X. Then YE > 0, 36 > 0 with the 
property that VEX > 0, 3T > 0 such that for every x, y E X and for every con- 
tinuous and increasing real valued function S on closed interval [T, T] with 
s(O) = 0 ifd($ sCr,~, 4, y) < 6 for all t E [ - T, T], then d(#,x, y) < +, for some 
rE [-&,&I. 
Proof Given E > 0, choose 6’ <E satisfying expansiveness. Take y so 
that 0 < y < min { 6’/2, T,,} (T, is taken from Lemma 3) and so that y also 
has the property: 
y = 4,x with IrI < y implies d(dlx, q4,y) -C 6’/2. 
Using Lemma 3, take A< 6’/2 with d(x, y) < A and d(q&x, y) >A for all 
x, y E X. Now choose a positive 6 < min {A/E, y } with the property that for 
every x E X, d(q3!x, x) < A/E for all t E [ -6, S]. Now assume the hypothesis 
of the Lemma is not true with respect to this 6. Hence there exists Ed > 0 
such that for every positive integer n there are x,, y, E X and increasing 
functions S,: C-n, n] + R with S,,(O) = 0 satisfying 
44,nwxn, #,Y, 1-c 6 for all te C-n, n]. 
But 44,x,, y,) 2 Ed for all r E C-E, E]. So we have sequences {xn}, { yn} of 
points in X and sequence {sn} of increasing continuous functions on 
C-n, n]. Using compactness of X, and without loss of generality, we can 
assume that x, +x and y, + y as n + co. Hence one can find an integer 
N > 0 and an increasing sequence { wn} of positive real numbers such that 
w,<nforalln>Oandw,-+coasn-+co.Forn>N, 
(i) d(#,y,,#,y)<o for all -w,<t<w,. 
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By our assumption we have for n 2 N 
(ii) 44 s,(,)~,, 4ty)<26 for all fE C-w,, w,l. 
Since x, + x one can also find an integer N’ > 0 and an increasing sequence 
{wL}withwL+cc asn-+co and w:,dw,forallnand 
(iii) d(d,x,,, dtx) < 6 for all t E [ - wk, wi] and for all n 2 IV’. 
Therefore for every n 3 M 
(iv) 44 s,(,)~,, 4s,CrJ~)<6 for all TV C-s;’ (wi), s;’ (w;)], where 
M=max {N, IV’}. 
Using this together with (ii) implies 
for all t E C-T,,, T,,], 
where T,, = min {s; ’ (w; ), wn}. Now assume there exists a real number 
a > 0 such that s; l (w; ) < a for all n. Therefore wi < s,(a) + CC as n -+ co. 
Lemma 8 implies the existence of t,, t,~ [0, a] with t,- t, =y and 
Is,(fz)--s,(tl)l ~6. Hence d(d,,y, d,,y)>l and 
d(bs,(r>+, d.s,c,,,x) <J-/8 for all n. 
But 
< 31118 + R/8 + 3%/8 = 71/8. 
This is a contradiction, and hence {T,,} can be taken to be a strictly 
increasing sequence with T,, + cc as n + co. Hence from all this and 
without loss of generality one can assume the existence of a positive integer 
M with the property that each s,, with m 3 M has domain C-T,,,, T,,,] 
with T, + CC as m -+ cc and satisfies: 
(4 Is,+~ (t)-s,(t)1 <y for all tE C-T,, T,,,]. 
(b) 4d.smc,p, 4,~) < 3W for all t E C-T,, T,,, I. 
(c) The range of s, is contained in the interior of the range of s,, 1 
for all m > M. 
Now define a function s: R -+ R by s = shl on [ - T,, T,,,]. As we know 
Is M + , (T,) - s,,,( TM)1 < y, so there is a continuous function s on 
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CTlbl~ TM+11 such that s(TNI)=sM(Thl) and s(TIM+r)=shl+i(Thl+,) and 
Is(t)-~~+~(f)J <y for all TV [r,, M+,]. Also we have 
Is M + , ( - T,) -So ( - TM)/ < y. There is also a continuous function (call it 
s as well) on [ -TIM+i, -TM] such that s(-T,,,)=shl(--TM) and 
~(-TM+l)=~M+I(-TM+l) and btt) - sM + 1 (l)l < Y  for all 
tE [-TM+l, -TM]. If we carry on in the same manner, then we have 
such a homeomorphism s: R -+ R with s(O) = 0. Now pick t E R, say, first 
t>O and tE [T,, T,,,,] for m>M. Since Is(t)-s,+,(t)/ <y, therefore 
and 
Expansiveness implies that y = q%,x for some r E [ -8, E] and this means 
that x,y are in the same orbit. But if d(c$,xi, yi) > s0 for all i2 1 and for all 
r E [ -6, E], then d(q5,x, y) > 0 for all r E C-E, E]. This is a contradiction 
and finishes the proof. 1 
Proof of the Theorem. Using Lemma 1 and Proposition 2, 4 has the 
POTP. Given E > 0, choose 6 > 0 satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 9. Let 
(x = (xi}:,, (t;}:“,) be a (6’, l)-pseudo orbit for d/X as constructed in 
the proof of Lemma 5 with 6’ > 0 so small that every (S’, 1)-pseudo orbit is 
b-traced by some orbit in M. In other words there exists ZE M and an 
increasing homeomorphism cc: R + R with a(O) = 0 such that 
and 
44 a(+, 41-.s,xn I< 6 for s,<~<s,+,, n=O, 1,2 ,... 
44 a(r)Z, dl+sm,x-n I< 6 for -s~,<td -s_,+i, n= 1,2, 3 ,.... 
We will now show o(z) = X. Given XE X and A any small positive real 
number, choose T> 0 satisfying Lemma 8 with respect to 11/2. Since d(d,xi, 
xi+ ,) --) 0 as liJ + co, therefore there exists a positive integer M such that 
for all n > M, 
and 
49 a(s, + f)Z, 4t-G) < 6 for all t E [ - T, T], 
d(A(,-smnjz, drx-n ) < 6 for te C-T, T]. 
Hence for all n > M and for every t E [ - T, T] we have 
44 a(r+r.)-a(s.)~a(s,,Z,~tX,)<S 
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44 a(t -- s .)+a(-s-“) 4 a(-SL”) 2 9 4,x-,)<S. 
Lemma 9 implies that there exists r E [ -E, E] such that for all n 3 M, 
44 cqs,)+.Z, XII 1 <w, 
and 
Since w(x)=& therefore d(x,, x) <2/2 and d(x-,, x) <A/2 for some 
m b M. This means that there are real numbers t > 0 and t’ -=z 0 with 
d(tilz, x) < 1 and d(4tz, x) <,I. Hence XE o(z) and XE 01(z). Now in order 
to show o(z) E X, assume #,,z +y for some t, + CC and let A> 0, and 
choose T> 0 satisfying Lemma 9 with respect to A/2/2. Since the (8, I)- 
pseudo orbit (x)= {xi)?‘,, {ti}“,) is b-traced by an orbit (dr~),,R, 
therefore there exist a positive integer nk and a real number rk such that 
d(d,z, q5rt~,k)<& Using the fact that d(d[,x,, xitl) --t 0 as Ii1 -+ co, one 
can find a positive integer M such that for all k 3 M, d(q5,kz, v) < L/2/2, and 
and for some continuous and increasing real valued function y on 
[ - T, T]. Lemma 9 implies that there exists ek E [ -6, E] such that d(#,,z, 
4 ek + rk~,k ) < R/2 for all k 3 A4. This means that d(y, q4,, + ri~nk ) < 1. Hence 
w(z) c X. Similarly one can show that a(z) G X. This finishes the proof of 
the theorem that ~(z)=a(z)=X. m 
Using a proof similar to the above one can show: 
COROLLARY. Let q5 be an expansive pow which has the POTP on a com- 
pact metric space Y and assume XG Y a compact &invariant set which is an 
abstract o-limit set. Then X= w(z) = a(z) for some z E Y. 
Let q5 be a smooth flow on M and let /i be a hyperbolic closed invariant 
subset. It is obvious that Theorem 4.1 in [9] follows directly from this 
corollary. In other words, if q5 on M satisfies Smale’s Axiom A [2] and 4/X 
is an abstract u-limit set for some compact q&invariant subset X of D (the 
non-wandering set), then X = w(z) = a(z) for some z E Q. 
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